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Collaborative Research: Supporting Agency among Early Career Engineering Education Faculty in Diverse Institutional Contexts: Developing a Framework for Faculty Agency

Dr. Courtney S Smith-Orr, University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Courtney S. Smith, PhD is an Undergraduate Coordinator & Teaching Assistant Professor at UNC Charlotte. Her research interests span the mentoring experiences of African American women in engineering, minority recruitment and retention, and best practices for diversity and inclusion in the Engineering classroom. She received her B.S. in Optical Engineering and M.S. in Electrical Engineering from Norfolk State University before completing a PhD in Engineering Education at Virginia Tech.

Dr. Cheryl A Bodnar, Rowan University

Cheryl A. Bodnar, Ph.D., CTDP is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Experiential Engineering Education at Rowan University. Dr. Bodnar’s research interests relate to the incorporation of active learning techniques in undergraduate classes as well as integration of innovation and entrepreneurship into the engineering curriculum. In particular, she is interested in the impact that these tools can have on student perception of the classroom environment, motivation and learning outcomes. She obtained her certification as a Training and Development Professional (CTDP) from the Canadian Society for Training and Development (CSTED) in 2010, providing her with a solid background in instructional design, facilitation and evaluation. She was selected to participate in the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) Frontiers of Engineering Education Symposium in 2013 and awarded the American Society for Engineering Education Educational Research Methods Faculty Apprentice Award in 2014.

Dr. Walter C. Lee, Virginia Tech

Dr. Walter Lee is an assistant professor in the Department of Engineering Education and the assistant director for research in the Center for the Enhancement of Engineering Diversity (CEED), both at Virginia Tech. His research interests include co-curricular support, student success and retention, and diversity. Lee received his Ph.D in engineering education from Virginia Tech, his M.S. in industrial & systems engineering from Virginia Tech, and his B.S. in industrial engineering from Clemson University.

Dr. Courtney June Faber, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Courtney is a Research Assistant Professor and Lecturer in the Cook Grand Challenge Engineering Honors Program at the University of Tennessee. She completed her Ph.D. in Engineering & Science Education at Clemson University. Prior to her Ph.D. work, she received her B.S. in Bioengineering at Clemson University and her M.S. in Biomedical Engineering at Cornell University. Courtney’s research interests include epistemic cognition in the context of problem solving, and researcher identity.

Dr. Alexandra Coso Strong, Florida International University

As an assistant professor of engineering education at Florida International University, Dr. Alexandra Coso Strong works and teaches at the intersection of engineering education, faculty development, and complex systems design. Alexandra completed her doctorate in aerospace engineering at Georgia Tech in Spring 2014. Prior to attending Georgia Tech, Alexandra received a bachelor’s degree in aerospace engineering from MIT (2007) and a master’s degree in systems engineering from the University of Virginia (2010). Alexandra comes to FIU after completing a postdoctoral fellowship at Georgia Tech’s Center for the Enhancement of Teaching and Learning (CETL) and three years as a faculty member at Olin College of Engineering in Massachusetts. Alexandra’s research aims to improve the design of educational experiences for students by critically examining the work and learning environments of practitioners. Specifically, she focuses on (1) how to design and change educational and work systems through studies of practicing engineers and educators and (2) how to help students transition into, through and out of educational and work systems.
Dr. Erin McCave, University of Houston

Erin is an Instructional Assistant Professor in the Cullen College of Engineering at the University of Houston. She joined the University of Houston after completing a postdoctoral/lecturer position split between the General Engineering program and the Engineering & Science Education Department and a Ph.D. in Bioengineering from Clemson University. Erin’s research interests include preparing students for their sophomore year, minority student engineering identity development, and providing mentoring relationships to help foster student growth and success.
Collaborative Research: Developing a Framework for Early Career Engineering Education Faculty Agency in Diverse Institutional Contexts

Introduction and Background

The continued evolution of the field of engineering education has resulted in more diversity in the backgrounds and experiences of early career faculty who take membership in the field. There have been similar changes in the types of roles these community members are occupying. These roles have changed the ways in which these new faculty can have agency as it relates to impacting engineering education locally and nationally. We define agency similarly to the definition provided by Campbell & O’Meara [1], as “taking strategic or intentional actions or perspectives towards goals that matters to oneself” (pg.52). Faculty agency serves a role in the types of outcomes and impacts faculty are able to achieve within their positions. Previous work on faculty agency highlights the need to explore faculty agency at multiple institution types, at early career stages, and within interdisciplinary fields [1]. Due to the individual differences that arise when exploring faculty agency, researchers have also suggested allowing time in the methodology to explore the interplay of the various forces and features of context that can impact faculty agency [1]. As such, this research is an investigation into the ways in which early career engineering education faculty exhibit agency within diverse institutional contexts. Our aim is to provide insight into the ways in which individuals can have new and evolving forms of impact within the field. The work performed as part of this project explores our early transition experiences, as six early career engineering education faculty, and the ways in which we are able to exercise agency as influenced by factors at the individual, institutional, field, and societal levels. Each of us contributes our lived experience from our varying position and institution types.

Project Overview

This two-phase project focuses on the study of early career engineering education faculty’s agency to facilitate change within different institutional contexts. In Phase I of this project, we are exploring our own experiences as early career engineering education faculty using collaborative autoethnography [2] and collaborative inquiry [3]. The results obtained from this initial phase will then be explored more broadly in Phase II, by expanding our study population to include other early career engineering education faculty. The combination of collaborative autoethnography and collaborative inquiry methods allows us to highlight the diversity of our training, perspectives, and goals [4]. More specifically, in Phase I, we seek to generate initial responses to the following research questions:

RQ1. What impact do early career faculty members hope to have within engineering education?
RQ2. How do (a) institutional, (b) individual, and (c) disciplinary field and societal features influence early career engineering education faculty member’s agency to impact engineering education in their particular positions?
RQ3. How do early career faculty members perceive their impact on engineering education at their institution and more broadly?
The anticipated outcomes from Phase I include a conceptual model that illustrates the relationship between early-career faculty agency and institutional context, best practices for establishing a cross-institutional community of practice, and a methodological foundation that can be used to investigate institution-specific problems that require sensitive data collection and analysis processes.

In an effort to deeply explore our experiences and aspects connected to faculty agency, we have sought to understand the transitions into our positions and the impact we each aim to have as faculty members. These two sub-studies will be described in detail in the sections to follow.

Sub-Study 1: Faculty Transitions

The aim of sub-study 1 was to explore both our transitions into new faculty positions and the ways in which we perceived our transitions. Guided by Schlossberg’s Transition Theory [5], the dynamics of support, self, and strategies were analyzed across the first two years of our roles as early career faculty. Support explores the different types of supports available within a situation including friends, family, colleagues, or institutional resources. Self highlights the personal and psychological dynamics of the individual during the situation. Strategies are the resources used to cope within a situation. As with the rest of our project, collaborative inquiry and collaborative autoethnography approaches were used. Details of the preliminary methods and analysis, which integrated transition theory and critical incident technique [6], are detailed in Strong, et al. [7].

Preliminary results from this investigation were represented as incident timelines, outlining the critical incidents that occurred for each of us over the two year period. Each critical incident details the situation; the participants’ inference of self; and any supports and strategies that were utilized. While each participant faced unique scenarios that impacted their transition, a number of commonalities were found across the group as a whole. For example, each of the participants faced a situation where they felt the need to negotiate their legitimacy whether it be related to their role as an engineering educator within their institution or unit, the value of the their specific area of expertise, their ability to be promoted or in a tenure position, and/or simply challenging the perspective of their administrators or their peers. Details of the results are forthcoming in a journal publication.

Sub-Study 2: Faculty Impact Study

According to Campbell and O’Meara [1], exercising faculty agency can lead to outcomes at the individual, organizational, or field and society level. In our work, we sought to understand outcomes in terms of desired impacts. Over the course of the previous year, we completed reflections on what impact we would like to achieve within our positions and the degree to which we believed we achieved this impact. We also reflected on strategic actions we took to achieve impact. In this work, we leveraged the framework developed by London [8] that defines impact on the basis of scientific, contextual, and societal components.

Using an emergent analysis approach, we identified impacts and strategic actions that were present across our positions and institutional contexts. We subsequently developed a quantitative survey instrument to more broadly investigate the impact and strategic actions of other early
career engineering education faculty. This also involved investigating influencers such as local and engineering education capital, which research suggests will affect whether one is able to attain their desired impacts. Inclusion of influencers was done on the basis of the Campbell & O’Meara [1] faculty agency framework. The survey instrument was iteratively developed through a process of near-peer and content expert reviews.

In October 2018, the survey instrument was distributed to early career engineering education faculty. In total, 53 responses were collected from the broader engineering education community as well as the 6 responses from the researcher team. The faculty that responded were a diverse group with regard to gender, consisting of 66.7% women, 37.3% men, 2.0% genderqueer or non-binary, and 2.0% that preferred not to answer. The majority of the faculty were White (74.6%). American Indian or Alaska Native (2.0%), East Asian (3.4%), Black or African American (15.3%), and Hispanic or Latino (6.8%) made up the rest of the population. Most survey respondents had been in their current position from 1-5 years (76%); 40 of the 59 faculty members (67.8%) were in their first professional role with 15 faculty members having transitioned into a new professional role after being in a prior role for less than 3 years (25.4%). The majority of the faculty members in the study also considered themselves to be on the tenure track or in a tenure track equivalent type of position (72.9%) with 54% of the faculty members describing their institution as an R1 or highest research activity.

Within the survey, each component of impact was broken down into several possible areas. For example, societal impacts were broken down by the ability to disseminate knowledge beyond the engineering education community, opportunity to improve education beyond their own institution, broaden participation at the national level, and influence national priorities. Although faculty members reported achieving each of these impacts, based on preliminary analysis, the most prevalent area for early career engineering education faculty was disseminating knowledge beyond the engineering education community, with the least prevalent impact being influencing national priorities.

Scientific impacts were categorized on the basis of making research contributions or influencing research practices in the engineering education community and building research capacity or contributing to the development of researchers capable of conducting engineering education research. Early career engineering education faculty members similarly achieved each of these impacts with building research capacity noted as the most frequent impact activity occurring often (more than 5 times per year) in their yearly contributions.

Finally, contextual impacts included influencing people at their institution, influencing the culture at their institution, influencing priorities at their institution, or changing practices at their institution. Faculty that responded to the survey noted that they were often (more than 5 times per year) able to influence people at their institution but were only occasionally (1-2 times per year) able to influence the priorities at their institution.
**Future Work**

As we move forward, we are exploring the role of identity on our experiences, our desired areas of impact, our ability to have impact, and our agency towards having an impact [9]. The results from the sub-studies, including the identity work, will be used to develop an initial model of early career engineering education researchers’ agency towards impacting change. As the project enters Phase II, the perspectives of other early career engineering education researchers will be incorporated. The first step will be to interview 12 purposively-sampled faculty identified from respondents to the impact survey. Six graduate students will be integrated into the project to expose them to the engineering education community and this type of project and methodology. The graduate students will assist in the interviews as well as aspects of the interview analysis. Ultimately, this data will be used to test and challenge the model that will be developed from the results of our own experiences.
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